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By Harry Crews

SIMON SCHUSTER, United States, 1999. Paperback. Book
Condition: New. 203 x 134 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Now from the author the
Washington Post Book World calls the dark chronicler of
human vanity and folly comes Celebration. The newest black
comedy from Harry Crews is a biting, brilliant commentary set
in a Florida rest-home gulag where the over-sixty-five set
checks its dignity, self-esteem, and social security numbers at
the door. Forever and Forever is the aptly named retreat,
populated by a motley crew of forgotten wives and ruined men
who are waiting for death while working on their tans. The
leader of this group is Stump, whose lost arm paid for Forever
and Forever, and who believes the silent desperation that
infuses the trailer park masks the fact that Forever and Forever
is truly a small piece of hell on earth. This ironic silence is
shattered by the entrance of a beautiful young bombshell. Too
Much is her name, and that is exactly what she is. This walking
bonfire awakens long dead appetites in the inhabitants of
Forever and Forever, reminding them of what they once were
and can be again -- alive.
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Most of these ebook is the ideal publication available. It really is rally fascinating throgh looking at period. I am just
easily could possibly get a enjoyment of reading through a created pdf.
-- Dr . Lilly Nola n-- Dr . Lilly Nola n

This composed ebook is wonderful. I could comprehended almost everything out of this composed e ebook. You may
like just how the blogger publish this ebook.
-- Dr . Cesa r  Ma r qua r dt Jr .-- Dr . Cesa r  Ma r qua r dt Jr .
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